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TRUSTED BY HUNTERS
For more information on the most comprehensive
hunting maps available visit: onxmaps.com/hunt
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Leonard Armbruster

In 1957, he began work to advance his thoughts. There must be a middle ground 
between the desires of breeders who wanted to produce the best ability dog, that 
at times was hard to handle, and the handler and owner who wanted an easily 
handled good ability dog. This brought on the idea of the training of the “HALT.” 
He was going to use this training to evaluate both the effectiveness of breeding 
and handler control. The obedience training was thought to show handling ability, 
cooperation of the dog, and good hunting ability all at the same time. To say that 
Len was successful is an understatement! In 1970, the German Versatile Hunting 
Association established the Armbruster Halt Award to be given to a dog in an 
association test that would demonstrate the “HALT” by stopping on command at 
the sight of a flushed hare, then come up on command and successfully track 
the hare. “HALTZABZEICHEN” is the badge worn with honor in Germany by those 
trainers who have mastered this skill.

Another important contribution by Len was the excellent training series he 
complied for Group North America. He donated both his time and expertise to 
develop a very easily read and implemented training series that goes into detail 
on the development of a versatile trained Deutsch-Drahthaar. 

He passed away into the Eternal Hunting Grounds on March 8, 1979, shortly after 
his 79th birthday. Like a soldier, a good versatile hunting dog man never dies; 
he only fades away. The honored name of Leonard Armbruster is written in gold 
letters in the memoirs of the German Versatile Hunting Dog Association. He was 
a good friend and comrade, and he will never be forgotten. 

JAGD VORBEI
The hunt is over...

Honorary Lifetime Member of  
VDD-Group North America

VDD Breeder - vom Breitenfeld

Trainer, Judge, and a Recognized Teacher  
of Training Techniques
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Greetings and Welcome from the 
2023 Armbruster Test Director

All handlers, judges and guests, welcome to Demopolis, Alabama, deep in the 
Heart of Dixie. There’s nothing quite like the Armbruster. I’ve heard it called 
many things over the years - the Drahthaar Super Bowl, The Show, Best of the 
Best, yes it’s all those things and more. 

We gather annually to celebrate and evaluate the best of what this year’s crop 
of Drahthaars has to offer the gene pool, because ultimately that’s what our 
breed tests and breedshows are about - which animals are most suitable for 
breeding; but to me the Armbruster is much more than a dog test.  

It’s really a hard thing to put your finger on. Sure, it’s an HZP and breedshow, 
and there’s the competition side of it, but the Armbruster is more about the 
intangibles to me - the camaraderie, seeing old friends and making new ones. 
It’s the cheering on of our fellow handlers; celebrating successes and mutually 
feeling the defeats. The back slaps and hand shakes for a job well done and the 
condolences when the dog just won’t pick up that dang rabbit and all the “he’s 
never done that befores!” It’s friends enjoying reliving the events of the day 
over a cool refreshment. Finally, it’s the reaping of accolades on the winner and 
the week long celebration of our wonderful breed of dog.

Every Test Director before me has been quick to praise his team and I’m 
certainly no different. This year’s contingent of volunteers made this event 
happen. Everyone was given their marching orders, I made sure they had what 
they needed, and then I just got out of their way. The credit for the success of 
this Armbruster goes to them. 

Special thanks to Forever Wild and Brae Buckner and her staff. They really 
went out of their way to make our event happen this year. Every request we 
made was met with “Yes we can do that,” and “no problem.” They really were a 
delight to work with.

It’s been an honor and a privilege to have served as the 2023 Armbruster Test 
Director.

Yes indeed, there’s nothing quite like the Armbruster.

Good Luck and Waidmannsheil,

Mike Fortner 
Prufungsleiter Armbruster 2023

Welcome To The
International Armbruster

Zuchtprüfung

Greetings! 

Welcome to the big show: the Armbruster. 

On behalf of the organizers, judges, executive board members, and all the 
members of GNA, I wish you the best of luck at this year’s Armbruster.

You worked hard and jumped through the hoops of qualifying and entering your 
dog, you spent countless hours training and preparing for this test, and now it is 
time to present the results of that effort. 

The Armbruster is more than just a test. You will discover that while in Demopolis 
you will meet fellow Drahthaar owners both new and old. You will make new 
acquaintances, some which will last a lifetime. You will meet folks who want to 
see the results of your training, who want to meet you, and who want to initiate 
you into a membership that consists of handlers who have run dogs in previous 
Armbruster’s going all the way back to the first one held in 2003. 

I have no doubt, that regardless of the placement of your dog, you will go back to 
your homes hunt your dog, and more than anything else cherish the memories of 
this event. The organizing committee has worked hard to make this a memorable 
event and if it is like previous Armbruster’s it will prove to be memorable. 

Again, good luck to you and your Drahthaar as we celebrate your efforts to attend 
and run in this year’s Armbruster.

Lee Root 
GNA Director of Testing 
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This year we welcome the DD family to the 21st. International Armbruster 
Zuchtprüfung in Demopolis, Alabama.  Once again, I am very sad that I cannot 
join this important event in person. I would like to thank the South East Hunting 
Chapter of VDD-GNA, the chairman, the board and the test director and all the 
helpers for organizing and conducting this test which is so important for the VDD-
GNA and VDD E.V.

I am sure that the organizing group did everything possible to provide the 
appropriate framework for this important test, also by providing the best field 
and water areas. Special thanks to Barnett Lawley and Brae Buckner for letting 
us use the Forever Wild Field trail area for the Armbruster 2023. I would like to 
extend my sincere thanks to all handlers for preparing and presenting their dogs 
for this test and the judges for making this test possible.

I witnessed 3 Armbruster events in the past and had the opportunity to 
experience and judge a very well-organized testing process held at these events. 
I saw the high quality of dogs being brought through the testing system in 
Armbruster and other chapter tests. VDD-GNA continues to produce and test 
high quality of Deutsch-Drahthaars through a well-established German testing 
system. 

The cooperation between GNA and the VDD in Germany continues to be 
exceptional as this is very important for the future of our beloved DD breed. An 
international event such as the Armbruster provides the opportunity to meet old 
friends, make new friendships that would last a life long and provides for many 
interesting conversations.  

Our passion for this breed and testing can sometimes lead to unnecessary 
competition and animosity between likeminded people with the same objective. 
We are a small and dedicated group that should strive to help each other, 
support our common cause, and build camaraderie with a common purpose. I 
hear and see lot of negativity through social media, I receive many complaints 
against other members and disagreements between members of the DD group. 
We should respect and treat each other with the same respect we expect from 
others. I would like to remind you that DDs are very special, and they are not 
hunting tools that are disrespected or auctioned at a hunting event. We should 
all work with each other to protect our beloved DDs, continue the hunting legacy 
of these special hunting companions so many future generations will continue to 
enjoy this successful breed. 

Welcome from the Director of VDD 
I wish the dog handlers good luck in their performance and hope for success, 
wish the judges have a good eye to do justice for the dogs’ work and give the 
viewers an exciting and eventful Armbruster. 

Best Regards,

Christoph
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Handler Information

Main Event Center
Demopolis Civic Center, 501 North Commissioners AVE, Demopolis, Alabama. 
All events on Wednesday and Saturday will take place here.  

Registration
Registration begins at 12:00 PM and ends at 4:00 PM on Wednesday, bring 
all your documents and your dog inside with you. After checking in and your 
paperwork approved, your dog will be photographed and the Breedshow 
Judges that are present will give your dog a final look.  Opening ceremonies, 
social hour and dinner will begin at 6:00PM.   

Veterinary
Demopolis Animal Clinic • 334-289-1839 
1624 US Hwy 80 • Demopolis, AL

There are no local emergency or after hours veterinary services available.

Meals
Dinner on Wednesday will be at the Demopolis Civic Center and is sponsored 
by the SEHC. Lunch will be provided to all Judges and Staff at the testing 
site both Thursday and Friday. Guests will be able to purchase lunch both 
days at the Breedshow Pavilion. While food and water will be available at the 
pavilion, handlers and guests should plan to be self sufficient, especially with 
water. Dinner Thursday and Friday will be on your own. There are multiple 
restaurants in town near the hotels but the Red Barn is always a winner. 
Saturday night banquet will be at the Demopolis Civic Center and entrees are 
available for purchase from the GNA Web store.

OnX
OnX is a sponsor for this year’s Armbruster. Judges and handlers will be 
given a free OnX membership card in your welcome bags and by email. Please 
download the app to your phones, as OnX way points will be used to assist you 
in navigating to the various testing sites.  OnX representative Ben Brettigen 
will be on site at registration to assist you with the app. If you are unable to 
use the app or just lost, plan to meet at the front gate of the testing grounds, 
Barnett Lawley Forever Wild, at 0700 or as soon as possible after. A guide or 
directions will be given to you. 

“Sweet home, Alabama
Where the skies are so blue
Sweet home, Alabama (oh my baby)
Lord, I’m comin’ home to you (here I come, Alabama)”
—Sweet Home Alabama by Lynyrd Skynyrd

Welcome to Alabama! Welcome to the big event!  Group North America’s 21st 
International Armbruster! It’s a performance test, and breed show, and a party all 
rolled into one! We will see amazing dogs and awesome dog work, well-prepared 
handlers, and friends, both old and new. It promises to be a very special event.

The Armbruster would not be possible without the combined effort of a dedicated 
team. Mike Fortner as Test Director, and Jeff May as Test Coordinator, deserve huge 
thanks for obtaining excellent test grounds and event facilities and for their devoting 
countless hours and sleepless nights organizing the event. I also thank Mike Schell, 
and his assistants, Jeannie and Elizabeth for their work gathering all the test entries 
and organizing the massive paperwork involved. Thanks to the Southeast Hunter 
Chapter for hosting the event, and to its volunteers for their work in putting all the 
pieces together. Thanks to the chapters, members, and others who provided funding 
and merchandise for the awesome prize table and auction. I thank the judges, field 
marshals, and helpers who were happy to donate their valuable time to work at the 
Armbruster. Thanks to Purina, who has been a major sponsor of our big events for 
many years. And a warm welcome and big “thank you” to our new major sponsor 
onXmaps, Inc.

We warmly welcome the judges from Germany, including VDD Vice Chairman Otto 
Tiemann, and VDD Deputy Breed Warden Birgit Dufrenne. Our friends from Germany 
will help make this a truly international event.

I welcome the handlers who will be traveling from near and far with their beloved 
dogs. I welcome the dogs that are about to perform! They are the reason we are doing 
this. 
 
We will all gather in Alabama to celebrate our beloved Deutsch-Drahthaar breed and 
strengthen the bonds between those who are dedicated to these amazing dogs. Safe 
travels and best of luck to all the people and dogs who attend!

Here we come Alabama!  

Mike Seckar,
Chairman of VDD-GNA  

Welcome to the 2023 International Armbruster  
in Demopolis, Alabama!  
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Test Information (Cont.)

Guns/Shooters
Handlers are not required to bring their own shotguns but it is 
recommended. Blanks will be used and provided for field work.  Only 
break-action, 12-gauge shotguns will be permitted in accordance with 
VDD-GNA SOP. Shooting at the water work will involve live ammunition 
and will be done by Judges only.  Shooting/safety glasses are strongly 
recommended for everyone at all times.

Courtesy
Be considerate of the handlers and judges. All dogs, including those under 
evaluation, as well as spectators’ dogs, must be on lead unless instructed 
otherwise by a judge. Dogs with the habit of barking when unattended 
should be accompanied or removed from earshot by the handler/owner 
while other dogs are under evaluation. If your dog has to clean out, please 
ask the Test Director or Senior Judge where this may be done.

Spectators
Spectators are welcome. The gallery must remain at least 50 meters 
behind the handler and judges at all times. Handlers generally welcome 
questions and interactions with their dogs, but please ask the handler 
first, before approaching any dog, whether or not the dog is being tested. 
Lastly, we are all representatives of VDD GNA and guests of Barnett 
Lawley Forever Wild, do not damage crops, walk in cultivated areas or 
drive off the roads.  Parking alongside the road is permissible.

Game
Handlers are encouraged to bring their own game for the feather and fur 
drags. Game MUST be in very good condition and cannot be unsightly, wet 
or smelly. The Judges reserve the right to refuse any game.  Ducks are 
recommended for feather drags. If you cannot provide your own game, 
clean, fresh game can be provided for you but you must notify the Test 
Director.  Quail will be released for pointing evaluation. 

If you are traveling and have no way of preserving your game there will be 
game available on request only!!! You will need to reach out to Jeff May 
251-680-8546 by October 1st.  Rabbits and ducks are $20 each and must 
be paid in advance.

Protests
Protests must be addressed in accordance with the VZPO, Appendix II. For 
the Armbruster protests must be submitted in writing to the Test Director 
within a half an hour of you completing your final test subject.

Test Information

Testing Grounds
All events Thursday and Friday will take place at the Barnett Lawley Forever 
Wild Field Trial Area in Greensboro, Alabama.  Just put this in your GPS and 
it will take you right to the front gate.  The Breedshow pavilion will be directly 
in front of you a few hundred meters further on; there will be signs.  Your 
GPS may call it the State Lands Division Cattle Ranch.  Your OnX way point 
“Breedshow Pavilion” will also take you there.

Test Organization
The test will be conducted in accordance with the most current edition of the 
JGHV Regulations for Association Breed Tests (VZPO).  

Judging group assignments and test schedule will be presented to each 
handler at registration.

Field testing for each judging group will be conducted in a single day, either 
Thursday or Friday.   Water testing and Breed show evaluations will both be 
conducted on the opposite day; i.e. Breedshow and Water work will be on the 
same day. 

On the day you are doing your water work and Breedshow, you will move back 
and forth between the two. If you do your water work first, take care to dry 
your dog well prior to the Breedshow.  Please be sure to refer to, and pay close 
attention to, the running order handout you received at registration for what 
day you are running in each subject, and whether you are at the water or breed 
show in the AM or PM. For details on the test subjects and the scoring system, 
please consult the JGHV Regulations for Association Breed Tests (VZPO).

Eligibility
The owner and handler of an entered dog must be a member of a VDD group.

Required Documentation
The Ahnentafel and an up-to-date rabies vaccination certificate must be 
presented to the Breed Show Director, Mike Schell at registration, along with 
original documentation of HN, HD, OCD, and ED (optional) evaluations, and all 
original test records from previous tests.

Females in Heat
Handlers of females in heat must notify the your Senior Judge for the day and 
Test Director, Mike Fortner 423-483-4496,  no later than 6:00 a.m. on the day 
of the test.  
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Test Information (Cont.)
Test Site
Handlers please use your OnX waypoints to find your field, water or 
Breedshow groups. If you are unable or unfamiliar with OnX, go to the front 
gate of the test site and you will be given directions or guided to your site.

Food/Beverages
Lunches and breaks will be up to the discretion of the Senior Judge in each 
group.  Handlers and spectators are encouraged to pack lunch items, as 
well as snacks and beverages. Lunch and drinks will be provided for judges, 
apprentices, field marshals and staff. Guests will be able to purchase food 
at the Breedshow Pavilion.

Clothing and Gear
Please check the weather forecast in advance. Normal October weather for 
Alabama will see lows in the 60’s and highs in the 80’s.  While rain is always 
possible, it is unlikely. Handlers should bring and carry plenty of water, and 
have a means to cool or wet down their dogs. Dogs will quickly overheat if 
not well acclimated.

Test Sequence
The exact sequence of the test events will be based solely  on the preference 
of the judging teams and the VZPO. The test each morning will begin with 
a brief meeting with the judging team and the Handlers, during which the 
Senior Judge will announce and verify the running order and the planned 
schedule for the day. The Senior Judge will outline the expectations for the 
dog’s work and you will have the opportunity to ask questions.  

Field testing for each judging group will be conducted in a single day.   
Water testing and Breed show evaluations will be conducted together, on 
the other day - Breedshow and Water work will be on the same day. 

On the day you are doing your water work and Breedshow, you will move 
back and forth between the two. If you do your water work first, take care 
to dry your dog well prior to the Breedshow.  Please be sure to refer to, 
and pay close attention to, the running order handout you received at 
registration for what day you are running in each subject, and whether you 
are at the water or breed show in the AM or PM. For details on the test 
subjects and the scoring system, please consult the JGHV Regulations for 
Association Breed Tests (VZPO).

Test Director: Mike Fortner 423-483-4496
Test Coordinator: Jeff May 251-680-8546

Breed Show Director: Mike Schell: 217-357-4186

Schedule of Events

Wednesday, October 25th
All events at the Demopolis Civic Center,  
501 North Commissioners AVE, Demopolis, Alabama.
•  12:00pm - 4:00pm: Handler and Judge Registration
•  4:30pm - 5:30pm: Judge and Apprentice Judge Meeting
•  4:30pm: Field Marshal Meeting
•  6:00pm: Opening Ceremony, Dinner, & Social hour
•  Catered Barbecue Meals can be purchased at www.vdd-gna.org

Thursday, October 26th
All events will take place at Barnett Lawley Forever Wild Field Trial Area
•  7:00 - Meet at your designated testing spots.
•  Use your OnX waypoints.
•  If you are lost or can not use OnX, meet at the front gate of Forever Wild
•  7:30am: Test begins
•  Dinner on your own.

Friday, October 27th
All events will take place at Barnett Lawley Forever Wild Field Trial Area
•  7:00 - Meet at your designated testing spots.
•  Use your OnX waypoints.
•  If you are lost or can not use OnX, meet at the front gate of Forever Wild
•  7:30am: Test begins
•  Dinner on your own.

Saturday, October 28th
All events at the Demopolis Civic Center,  
501 North Commissioners AVE, Demopolis, Alabama.
•  9:00am - 10:30am: Parade of Dogs and announcement of the Ranking List.
•  11:00am - 12:30pm: Lunch Break. Lunch is your own!
•  1:00pm - 4:00pm: Judge and Apprentice Judge CE Seminar
•  6:00pm: Closing Ceremony and Awards Banquet

Registration Staff
Cindy Fortner 423.483.4497
Brandie May 404.713.2295

Leslie Anderson 615.305.1296
Tricia Burris 205.966.4487

Debbie Adams 256.385.0377
Sherrie Nichols 907.887.1258
Renae Lawson 228.342.4458

Jada Lee 912.682.8929
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Greetings to all of the organizers, handlers, judges, program producers, PAPK 
data loaders, and guests at the 2023 Demopolis, Alabama Armbruster! Your help 
is very much appreciated. For every handler, I wish your dog’s best behavior on 
the day of the Armbruster.

The abundance of volunteer work that has been put into this year’s Armbruster is 
incredible. Your efforts are notable and necessary. The many functions that must 
be attended to for an Armbruster to be successful have been the work of many 
volunteers. Mike Fortner, test director, Jeff May, test coordinator, have been 
instrumental in implementing and organizing those volunteer efforts as well as 
putting in countless hours on their own. We thank everyone who has helped for 
their work. I must note and thank Doug Peake for organizing and directing the 
prize table for this year’s Armbruster prize table; I’m always amazed at the high 
quality of the prize table awards, and thank you to those who have donated.  

This year we are grateful to have VDD Executive Board Vice Head Breed Warden 
Birgit Dufrenne judging in the breed show and VDD Executive Board Vice 
Chairman Otto Tiemann judging at the performance portion. Your support is very 
important for the continued development of the VDD in the United States. It is a 
huge effort to attend the Armbruster from Germany, and we are very thankful. 
We hope that you enjoy this year’s Armbruster and that you will come back for 
subsequent years’ Armbrusters. It is notable for GNA that we have such an 
abundance of support that two of the executive board members are judging at 
this year’s Armbruster.

This is the 7th year that my team (Jeanne Schell, Elizabeth Pearson) and I are 
getting the entries for the breed show portion of the Armbruster ready. I could 
not do the job of getting this size of a breed show readied without the help of 
Jeanne Schell and Elizabeth Pearson. Jeannie Steffen once again has processed 
the HN’s for the dogs entered in this year’s Armbruster in her efficient manner. 
Thank you Jeannie Steffen. Many thanks to Dr. Martin Coffman and Dr. Rebecca 
Cuperus who have been busy getting the x-rays and forms to and from Dr. 
Schunk. Your work at getting the x-rays and forms to and from Germany and 
back to the dog owners is another example of what it takes to have a successful 
Armbruster event.

The Armbruster is special because the successful dogs gain breed ability in this 
one weekend. The Armbruster is also exceptional in that it and the Hegewald 
are the only tests in the VDD that are competitive and there is a declared winner. 
The successful Armbruster dogs become the future mothers and fathers of the 

GNA breeding base in one weekend. Because the Armbruster moves many miles 
from one year to the next the majority of the competing dogs’ mother lines and 
kennels also changes. Those of you who also travel to the Armbruster get to see 
a snapshot of how well the Deutsch Drahthaar is doing in Group North America. 

The efforts of the judges who travel from hither and yon are always appreciated. I 
must thank the breed judges, Nate Bailey, Birgit Dufrenne, Rhonda Feazel, Roger 
Green, Larry Reeves, and Elizabeth Pearson, for taking time from their busy 
schedules to attend and judge this year’s Armbruster breed shows.

Pam Stanfield, Cortney Schaefer, and Business Manager Faith Wood have put the 
program together which is a very nice keepsake for everyone involved. Thank you 
Pam, Cortney, and Faith. 

A number of years ago it was obvious that holding the Armbruster was going to 
be expensive for GNA. The income from the Armbruster would not be able to pay 
for the Armbruster. Ron Figler had the idea of starting the Armbruster gun raffle. 
Ron did the leg work for acquiring the Armbruster gun and started the auction. 
Now the Armbruster raffle is tradition. Needless to say the Armbruster gun raffle 
has been very successful in helping GNA pay for the Armbruster. Thank you, Ron.

While at the 50 year celebration in Colorado it was obvious that Chairman Mike 
Seckar was an important part of overseeing everything that needed done at that 
Armbruster. Mike is an important part of every Armbruster and we are lucky to 
have his legal experience, kind persuasiveness and manner helping everyone 
with every facet of GNA’s annual Armbruster.

The Armbruster is a mammoth undertaking. I am certain I have overlooked some, 
so I thank anyone and everyone involved for their time, financial commitments, 
and efforts. 

Best Regards and Waidmannsheil, 

Mike Schell
VDD-GNA Breed Warden
 

Greetings and Welcome from the  
VDD GNA Breed Warden
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Previous Armbruster WinnersMessage from the VDD Head Breed Warden

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Dear DD-Friends,

greetings to all participants of the 21st International Armbruster Autumn 
Breeding Test and participants as well as your guests warmly. Before 
participating in the Armbruster Autumn Breeding Test, the dogs have already 
passed a number of tests and proved that they can get along with their 
handlers harmonize as a team.

The International Armbruster Autumn Breeding Test is an important 
figurehead for DD breeding.

The exam is an important part of the jigsaw puzzle Performance breeding in 
the association Deutsch-Drahthaar e.V.

I would like to thank the head of the examination, Michael Fortner and his 
team to conducting this important examination.

I wish the dog handlers good luck in their search , the judges a good eye tob 
e able to judge the performance fairly, as well as all participants and guests 
happy hours, pleasant conversations and eventful days.

Good Hunting
Werner Elflein
Head Breed Warden VDD e.V.

Year Location Dog Handler

2002 Aberdeen, SD Rosie vom Weidebach Fred Kadel

2003 Mankato, MN Elly II vom Wildflügel Jerome E. Schenck

2004 Logan, UT Boris vom Bartigjäger Dan Crusey

2005 St. Clair, MO Brig II vom Jagdkönig John Williamson

2006 McConnelsville, OH Duke vom Büffeltaler Donald Zarra

2007 Stillwater, MN Lena vom Wiredhaus Gary W. Stephen

2008 Coon Rapids, IA Cort vom Entenmoor Louis D. Ligeno

2009 Cheyenne, WY Bella v.d.Westmark Jason Wilde

2010 Boise, ID Imax v.d.Ritterburg Jason Wilde

2011 Shreveport, LA Avci vom Blitzhaus Mike Fortner

2012 Watertown, SD Artemis vom Natohaus Tom Blakeney

2013 Demopolis, AL Cliff vom Fußdamm Haraldur Karlsson

2014 Gettysburg, PA Adlor vom Kylital Ryan Taylor

2015 Roosevelt, UT Fall vom Heuerhaus Mark Heuer

2016 Wilmington, IL Yogi II vom Jagdkönig David Carey

2017 Demopolis, AL Immo vom Felsengebirge Jon Davis

2018 Mankato, MN Ody vom Wendigjäger Joe Aumann

2019 Gettysburg, PA Gracie vom Seymour Joe Aumann

2020 Canceled due to COVID-19

2021 Fort Morgan, CO Ace vom Brewhaus Eric Stabnow

2022 Duchesne, UT Liesel vom Cohansey Cortney Schaefer
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2023 Armbruster Breed Show Judges2023 Armbruster Field and Water Judges
Chapter Name Hometown Judge’s #

Artland-Südoldenburg Otto Tieman Diepholz, Germany 1018-0044

Atlantic Jason Blais Fredericksburg, VA 2135-0282

Atlantic Randall Pearson Hopewell, VA 2135-0283

Atlantic Rick Beale Bowling Green, VA 2135-0284

Atlantic Carlton Hensley Woodford, VA 2135-0302

Atlantic Rich German Dallas, PA 2135-0307

Atlantic Jim Abraham Farmington, NY 2138-0259

Atlantic Ron Figler Farmington, NY 6005-0189

Big Rivers Brandt Hardy Baton Rouge, LA 6005-0192

Big Rivers Jim Wion Barnhardt, MO 6005-0030

Great Plains Mark Heuer Cheyenne, WY 6005-0120

Great Plains Dylan Bender Great Falls, MT 2135-0249

Great Plains Mike Seckar Pueblo, CO 6005-0232

Midwest North Joe Aumann Loyal, WI 6005-0165

Southeast Hunter Tim Goode Carrollton, GA 2135-0266

Southeast Hunter Martin Coffman St. Stephens, AL 6005-0166

Southeast Hunter Jared English Metropolis, IL 2135-0247

Southeast Hunter Andy Burris Vestavia Hills, AL 2135-0239

Southeast Hunter Mike Grimes Harlem, GA 2233-0039

Southeast Hunter Ron Nichols The Villages, FL 6005-0033

Southeast Hunter Glen Bridges Jackson, AL 6005-0111

Southeast Hunter Jeff May Mobile, AL 6005-0237

Southeast Hunter Doug Peake Varnville, SC 2135-0270

Southeast Hunter Gene Yopp Eddyville, KY 6005-0228

Southeast Hunter Dan Alexander Fitzgerald, GA 1103-0020

Wild West Lee Root Omak, WA 6005-0187

Wild West Bob Worrell Gorman, CA 6005-0196

Chapter Name Hometown Judge’s #

Heartland Rhonda Feazel Brighton, IL 6005-0176

Heartland Larry Reeves Metamora, IL 6005-0039

Heartland Elizabeth Pearson Carthage, IL 6005-0236

Wild West Nate Bailey Mantua, UT 6005-0191

Wild West Roger Green Brewster, WA 6005-0071

Niederrhein Birgit Dufrenne Pulheim-Stommeln 10087-0017

Southeast Hunter John Lynch Bloomfield, KY 2135-0321

Southeast Hunter Jim Russell Nolensville, TN 2135-0330

Heartland Chris Noll Lisbon, IA 2135-0306

Great Plains Lona Kluck Watertown, SD 1125-0009

2023 Armbruster Field Marshals
Jason Anderson * 615.631.7773

Daniel Wysmulek * 334.327.2472

Robert Adams 205.505.9004

Travis Burgett 859.533.2205

Jason Chandler 770.654.4069

Cody Crossland 205.410.4142

Harrison Forrester 864.509.8260

Nicholas Friedrich 770-354-6983

Mark Jackson 270.719.9345

Lucas Jones 731.431.7198

Ande Kiker 706.366.7388

Rhett Kirby 251.656.4865

Todd Knight 251.504.7835

Mike Lawson 228.363.0336

Rick Lyman 561.985.1110

Jack Mahout 615.480.3187

Greg Pillow 501.514.4783

Sara Tripp 618.615.7041

Darrow Wenom 217.320.2488

Devin Witter 901.301.4855

*Head Field Marshal
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vom Drengr-Jager 

vom Kiefernbach

vom Wirewolf

v.d. Sudgable

vom Freda Haus

vom Cohansey

vom Mountainfast

vom Delta Haus

vom Grizzly Creek

vom Himmelbogen

vom Elchspuren

vom Red-Rock

vom Steine Fluss

vom Seymour

vom Eisbarteich

vom Briermeister

v.d. Groben Eiche

vom DeWolf

vom Prairie-Flusstal

Vom Alder Fluss

Vom Brewhaus

vom Wet Stone

Lover Woodworks

Gansjager Kennels

Thank You To All  
Of Our Sponsors

Title Sponsors:
OnX  •  Purina

Platinum Sponsors:
Whitetail Properties  •  vom Jagdkonig  •  vom Wachtelkonig

Moes BBQ

Gold Sponsors: 
vom Dilmunfast  •  vom Wetzstein  •  Doug and Pat Peake

Chapter Sponsors: 

Wild West Chapter  •  Atlantic Chapter  •  Midwest North Chapter

Big Rivers Chapter  •  Great Lakes Chapter

Great Plains Chapter  •  Heartland Chapter

Breeder  Sponsors:
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'\ .soruce Knob O 4'6,l'lt/1482 Delmarva 
Peninsula 

Mount �atahdin 
S2'ilftflf''6 

For 52 years, GNA members have relied on the strengths, abilities and talents of the 
beloved 

Deutsch-Drahthaar to 

- Locate and point upland birds
-Make incredible retrieves of winged waterfowl over challenging

distances and seemingly impenetrable cover 
- Dispatch furred game

-Pursue and track wounded big game

The Atlantic Chapter's 252 members from 13 states celebrate this versatility as they hunt 

-Waterfowl along the salt marshes of the Atlantic Coast Flyway and the Chesapeake Bay
- Grouse and woodcock in the Great North Woods of Maine, New Hampshire and
Vermont
-With late season retrieves in the frigid waters of Lake Ontario, the Finger Lakes and the
treacherous fast-flowing Susquehanna River
- Alongside a steadfast partner on treks through
the Berkshire, Green, White, Adirondack, Catskill,
Pocono, Allegany and Great Smokey Mountains
and Ranges

Thank you handlers for preparing your Deutsch-Drahthaars 
and participating in the 2023 Armbruster. A special thanks 
t_o the Southeast Hunter's Chapter organizers, judges and field 
marshals. 
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GOOD LUCK 
TO THE 2023 
ARMBRUSTER 
HANDLERS!  

Chairman: Faith Wood   Vice Chairman: Heidi Folden-Willard   Business Manager: Ed 

Challacombe        Breed Warden: Jake Strege   Director of Testing: Heather Prunty   Training 

Coordinator: Andy Fisch 
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Left to right,  Lord II v.d.Westmark, Oakley vom Wilde, Sascha vom Felsengebirge. 

Vom Freda Haus  
Wishes Good Luck  
To All Handlers.   

We strive for easily trained, 
fun to hunt and easy to love pups.
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Good Luck To All The 
2023 Armbruster Handlers
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INTERNATIONAL
ARMBRUSTER ZUCHTPRÜFUNG

LIST OF ENTRIES

INTERNATIONAL
ARMBRUSTER ZUCHTPRÜFUNG

LIST OF ENTRIES (cont.)
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INTERNATIONAL
ARMBRUSTER ZUCHTPRÜFUNG

LIST OF ENTRIES

INTERNATIONAL
ARMBRUSTER ZUCHTPRÜFUNG

LIST OF ENTRIES (cont.)
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INTERNATIONAL
ARMBRUSTER ZUCHTPRÜFUNG

LIST OF ENTRIES

INTERNATIONAL
ARMBRUSTER ZUCHTPRÜFUNG

LIST OF ENTRIES (cont.)
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INTERNATIONAL
ARMBRUSTER ZUCHTPRÜFUNG

LIST OF ENTRIES

INTERNATIONAL
ARMBRUSTER ZUCHTPRÜFUNG

LIST OF ENTRIES (cont.)
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INTERNATIONAL
ARMBRUSTER ZUCHTPRÜFUNG

LIST OF ENTRIES

INTERNATIONAL
ARMBRUSTER ZUCHTPRÜFUNG

LIST OF ENTRIES (cont.)
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INTERNATIONAL
ARMBRUSTER ZUCHTPRÜFUNG

LIST OF ENTRIES

INTERNATIONAL
ARMBRUSTER ZUCHTPRÜFUNG

LIST OF ENTRIES (cont.)
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INTERNATIONAL
ARMBRUSTER ZUCHTPRÜFUNG

LIST OF ENTRIES

INTERNATIONAL
ARMBRUSTER ZUCHTPRÜFUNG

LIST OF ENTRIES (cont.)
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INTERNATIONAL
ARMBRUSTER ZUCHTPRÜFUNG

LIST OF ENTRIES

INTERNATIONAL
ARMBRUSTER ZUCHTPRÜFUNG

LIST OF ENTRIES (cont.)
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INTERNATIONAL
ARMBRUSTER ZUCHTPRÜFUNG

LIST OF ENTRIES

INTERNATIONAL
ARMBRUSTER ZUCHTPRÜFUNG

LIST OF ENTRIES (cont.)
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INTERNATIONAL
ARMBRUSTER ZUCHTPRÜFUNG

LIST OF ENTRIES

INTERNATIONAL
ARMBRUSTER ZUCHTPRÜFUNG

LIST OF ENTRIES (cont.)
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B R E E D I N G

T R A I N I N G

B O A R D I N G  

V.D. SUDGABLE  
 Deutsch Drahtharr 

Good luck to all the handlers!

Andrew Pruitt
731-616-8521
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Relax and Enjoy the Armbruster 

 
Martin Coffman DVM 

Zwinger vom Briermeister 
“Brains-Desire-Temperament” 

Saint Stephens AL 
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vom
Grizzly Creek

www.grizzlycreekdd.com

Good luck, Ty and Jujube!
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